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UNIT 13: Ecology 

The Amazon Forest Under Threat 
 

 
 

 

New Vocabulary 
rainforest 
deforestation 
greenhouse gases 
(GHGs) 
emitter 
biodiverse 
logging 
culprit 
 
 

Prefixed Words 
under-populated 
deforestation 
decompose 
increased 
biodiverse 
disagree 

 

 

Word Family 
emit 
emitter 
emission 
emissary 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Preparing to read: Which in your opinion are the most important 
threats to the natural environment nowadays? 
  Ask most people who live outside the Amazon how they imagine it, and 

it’s likely they will picture a vast, under-populated area of lush 

rainforest. Vast? Yes. Under-populated? No. 

  More than 30m people (two-thirds of them Brazilian) live in the 

Amazon region; more than half of them are in urban areas. The region 

has been called an “urbanized jungle”.  […] 

  The Amazon is critical to the rest of the world because of the role it 

plays in the global carbon cycle that helps to shape the world’s climate. 

An estimated 70bn tones of carbon are locked up in the Amazon’s trees 

alone. Rapid rates of deforestation cause more carbon to be converted 

into carbon dioxide, when trees are burnt down or as they decompose. 

  According to the Stern Report on the economics of climate change, the 

loss of natural forests around the world contributes more to global 

emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) each year than the transport 

sector. Brazil is ranked as one of the largest emitters of GHGs in the 

world, not from use of fossil fuels but through deforestation. 

  The region has become what scientists call a “tipping point” for the 

global climate. A study released this February by a team from Oxford 

University, the Potsdam Institute and others concluded that the Amazon 

rainforest was the second most vulnerable area in the world after the 

Artic. 

  They suggest drying of the Amazon and /or increased deforestation 

could cause what is called “dieback” of the rainforest and begin a vicious 

cycle: a large reduction in the area of Amazon rainforest could cause a 

significant rise in CO2 emissions, which would raise global temperatures 

and cause more drying of the Amazon. […] 

  Around a quarter of all the earth’s terrestrial species are found in the 

Amazon. Brazil can claim to be the most biodiverse country in the 

world, with more than 50,000 described species of plants and 1,700 

species of birds. This richness is now under threat. 

  Brazil accounts for about 60% of the region. Nine other nations, 

including Peru, Colombia and Venezuela, have an Amazonian region. 

But it’s in Brazil that four-fifths of recent deforestation has taken place. 

In 2001, the forests of the Amazon covered more than 5 million square 

km, about 87% of their original extent. The 13% that has been lost is 

equivalent to an area roughly the size of France and Germany.  

  Cattle ranching has been the largest cause of deforestation, accounting 

for about 70% of all loss. Soya production and illegal logging are the 

other main culprits. Brazil is now the world’s largest exporter of soya 

and beef. […] 

  Scientists and climate change modelers disagree over how soon a global 

climate tipping point might be reached. But they do agree that it is a 

matter of great urgency to find the right policy mix to conserve the 

forest. 

 
 Painter, James; Martins, Americo; “The Amazon-cut and dried” in World 

Agenda BBC, The BBC’s International Journal, May/June 2008, p. 6. 
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Section I 
Vocabulary Activities 

 
 
I. GUESSING MEANING: Match the following words/ phrases with the definitions: lush, 
rainforest, greenhouse, gases, tipping point, dieback, culprit, policy. (See G: C.1) 
 

1. …………………an issue that reveals a whole situation or divulges a secret or a point from where is 

no return 

2…………………a dense, evergreen forest having abundant rainfall through the year 

3………………....a person guilty of a crime or offence 

4…………………a disease of vascular plants characterized by dying backward from the tips of twigs 

and branches caused by parasites, insufficient moisture 

5…………………gases causing the warming of a planet and its lower atmosphere by trapping solar 

radiation 

6………………..characterized by a rich growth of vegetation 

7………………..a principle, plan, course of action pursued by a government, organization 

 

II. WORD BUILDING: Use the word in capital letters to complete the sentences. Add the 
necessary prefix/ suffix and put the word in the correct form. (See G: A, B) 
 
1. Due to extensive …………..more carbon is converted into dioxide, these adding to the greenhouse 

effect. FOREST 

2. Brazil is considered to be one of the largest …………of GHGs in the world. EMIT 

3. The Amazon forest is gradually destroyed by excessive………..  LOG 

4. One of the world’s largest………….of soya and beef, is Brazil.  EXPORT 

5. The drying of the Amazon and the increased deforestation could cause a vicious cycle by rising 

CO2 emissions which would eventually raise global temperature and cause more drying. VICE 

6. Through the role it plays in the global carbon cycle, the Amazon is ……..to the rest of the world.  

7. Scientists……………over how soon a global climate tipping point might be reached.  AGREE 

 

III. SYNONYMS: Find synonyms in your text to the following words: 
 
1. to transform is similar in meaning to……………… 

2. livestock is similar in meaning to…………….. 

3.  profuse is similar in meaning to…………… 

4. offender is similar in meaning to………….. 

5. noxious is similar in meaning to……………. 

6. risky is similar in meaning to……………. 
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Section II 
Language focus 
 

 
                        Degrees of Comparison 
  (See G: IV) 
 
I. GAPPED TEXT: Fill the gaps with appropriate comparative and 

superlative forms of the following adjectives: dry, good, wet, bad, far, large, vulnerable, 
intriguing, diverse. Add than or the, if necessary. 
 

1. It is said that Brazil is one of …………………emitters of GHGs in the world. 

2. The climate in that remote region of Peru is …………….that the one found on the shoreline. 

3. The natural balance of the Amazonian ecosystem is………….that of Africa’s savannah. 

4. ……………..part of the report on climate change tackles the loss of natural forests around the 

world. 

5. The Amazonian rainforest is one of………………habitats in the world. 

6. The initial suppositions of the report are………………the conclusions. 

7. ……………….consequences of the deforestation is the………………..unbalance created in the 

global carbon cycle. 

8. ……………….you travel in the rain forest………….species of animals you find. 
 

II. MATCHING SENTENCES: Match each sentence (1-7) with a sentence with the same meaning 
from a-g. 
  
1. It’s slightly larger.   a) It’s considerably smaller than before. 

2. It’s much larger.   b) It’s the least small. 

3. It isn’t anything like as large.  c) It’s smaller than before. 

4. It’s just as large.   d) It’s somewhat less small than before. 

5. It’s by far the largest.   e) It’s no smaller than before. 

6. It isn’t quite as large   f) It’s slightly smaller than before. 

7. It isn’t as large.   g) It’s nothing like as small than before.  

 

III. REPHRASING: Complete each sentence so that it means the same as the preceding one(s). 
Use the words in brackets but do not change the words given in any way. 
 

1. As people cut more rainforest the consequences are more terrible for the planet. (the ….more). 

The more rainforest………… 

2. Cattle ranching   is very popular in Brazil. As a result the rainforest is cut off. (so….that) 

…..popular is cattle ranching…… 

3. The conclusions of the report are alarming. The authorities are worried. (so….as to) 

The conclusions of the report…… 

4. They couldn’t have access to that region because it was far away. (too) 

It was……….. 

5. The Amazon region is slightly drier but it’s also very much reduced in size. (than) 

The Amazon region………. 

6. As the land gets more deforested it becomes less active in the global carbon cycle. (the…less) 

The land….. 
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Section III 
The Structure of the Discourse 
 

 
 

I. TRUE/FALSE STATEMENTS:  Listen to the text “The Amazon Forest under Threat” and 
decide which of the following sentences are true or false.  
 
1. The Amazon is a region more populated than previously believed by foreigners. 

2. More than two-thirds of Brazilians live in the Amazon region. 

3. The entire Amazon region can release 70 bn tones of carbon in the atmosphere. 

4. The transport sector contributes more to global emissions of greenhouse gases than the loss of 

natural forests. 

5. The Artic is the first most vulnerable area in the world. 

6. A large reduction of the Amazon rainforest has as a consequence more drying in the Amazon. 

7. Around 25% of all the Earth’s terrestrial species are found in the Amazon. 

8. Nine countries have an Amazonian region. 

9. Soya production represents the largest cause of deforestation. 

10. The loss of important parts of the Amazon rainforest is due mainly to cattle ranching.  

 

II. ORGANISING TEXT: Join these sentences using the suggestions in brackets and making any 
necessary changes. (See G: C) 
 
1. The Amazon is critical to the rest of the world. The reason for this importance is the role it plays in 

the global carbon cycle. The global carbon cycle helps to shape the world’s climate. (that, because) 

2. Rapid rates of deforestation cause more carbon to be converted into carbon dioxide. This happens at 

the moment in which trees are burnt down or as they decompose. The result is a slight change in 

global climate. (so that…, when) 

3. The Stern Report was published. Immediately the media started heated debates on the subject. The 

debates ended in street manifestations of the ecologists. (which, no sooner…than) 

4. Cattle ranching caused the deforestation in the Amazon region. This is the opinion of the 

authorities. Many species of endangered animals live there. (where, as far as) 

 

III.  WRITING AN ESSAY: In a short essay of 150-200 words describe a protected area in your 

country and mention the perils that endangered/ endangers that ecosystem. Use the following 
phrases: (See G: G) 
 

What impresses the visitors is……….. 

The most outstanding feature of…….. 

The thing that makes the strongest impression…… 

The feature that will disappoint……. 

 

 

 


